AC-800
LTE Hybrid Smart Radio
• Mission Critical Interactive Design
• Loud and Clear Voice Quality
• Reliable & Rugged Design

Crosscom Solutions AC-800 Smart Analog Radio

Broadband and Narrowband convergence

Loud and clear voice quality

AC-800 enables the collaborations of multiple communication modes
including broadband and narrowband networks as well as public and
private networks in multiple scenarios. Users can not only hear but
also see clearly. So, they can calmly respond, control the situation,
and make decisions in the shortest time.

With the AI-powered noise reduction and dual mic noise suppression
technology and its powerful voice recognition function, human voice
in noisy environment can be extracted effectively. Built-in 1W (up to
2.5W) speaker provides loud and clear audio quality for versatile
voice service.

Rugged and Compact design

Friendly design

With exquisite structural technology, IP68, military standard (MILSTS-810G), 1.2m drop-proof design, AC-800 has no fear for kinds of
harsh environment.

The 5-inch industrial-grade HD touch screen adopts the thirdgeneration glass of Corning Gorilla Glass. It is visible even under
strong light. The multi-touch screen can be touched even with gloves
and in rain. The back-holding design and side anti-slip texture
conform to ergonomics principles, ensuring more friendly and
smooth operation.

Open platform providing infinities
AC-800 provides high compatibility and security performance.
Multiple applications can run on it. Open API allows third party
developing customized applications such as OR code recognition,
facial recognition and license plate recognition.

Multiple protection mechanisms ensuring security
Communication security: The TF card slots design is used for
communication and hardware encryption.
Application security: the radio uses professional MDM management
software that can remotely control 100% terminal applications. All the
applications must compete signature authentication before uploaded to
MDM, to eliminate malicious codes.

PoC Solution
PoC Solutions, centring on the Push-to-talk over Cellular (PoC) service, is a public network PTT communication solution that provides PTT, full-duplex audio and
video communication, and IM to meet requirements for different communication priorities. It also provides a complete set of clients, servers, and management
platforms, to cover all service scenarios. This solution supports multiple communication modes, and has the advantages of high-quality communication, ease of
deployment, economy, and security.
Multiple deployments modes are available for this solution. It can be deployed privately or operated as public cloud, and can be deployed on various terminals. Its
flexibility and ease of use can help customers rapidly solve video transmission problems.

Mobile Clients

Dispatch Station

Video dispatch
Perform operations on terminal users’
video to implement real-time video pull,
forcible pull, forwarding, environmental
monitoring and video push.

GIS visualized dispatch
Through the position service, you can view terminal users’
positions and tracks in real time, and perform map-based
fast dispatch by using region selectin calling and e-fence.
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